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Abstract
Background: Taurine has become a popular supplement among athletes attempting to improve performance.
While the effectiveness of taurine as an ergogenic aid remains controversial, this paper summarizes the current
evidence regarding the efficacy of taurine in aerobic and anaerobic performance, metabolic stress, muscle soreness,
and recovery.
Methods: Google Scholar, Web of Science, and MedLine (PubMed) searches were conducted through September
2020. Peer-reviewed studies that investigated taurine as a single ingredient at dosages of < 1 g - 6 g, ranging from
10 to 15 min-to-2 h prior to exercise bout or chronic dose (7 days- 8 weeks) of consumption were included. Articles
were excluded if taurine was not the primary or only ingredient in a supplement or food source, not published in
peer-reviewed journals, if participants were older than 50 years, articles published before 1999, animal studies, or
included participants with health issues. A total of 19 studies met the inclusion criteria for the review.
Results: Key results include improvements in the following: VO2max, time to exhaustion (TTE; n = 5 articles), 3 or 4 km
time-trial (n = 2 articles), anaerobic performance (n = 7 articles), muscle damage (n = 3 articles), peak power (n = 2 articles),
recovery (n = 1 article). Taurine also caused a change in metabolites: decrease in lactate, creatine kinase, phosphorus,
inflammatory markers, and improved glycolytic/fat oxidation markers (n = 5 articles). Taurine dosing appears to
be effective at ~ 1–3 g/day acutely across a span of 6–15 days (1–3 h before an activity) which may improve
aerobic performance (TTE), anaerobic performance (strength, power), recovery (DOMS), and a decrease in
metabolic markers (creatine kinase, lactate, inorganic phosphate).
Conclusions: Limited and varied findings prohibit definitive conclusions regarding the efficacy of taurine on
aerobic and anaerobic performance and metabolic outcomes. There are mixed findings for the effect of taurine
consumption on improving recovery from training bouts and/or mitigating muscle damage. The timing of taurine
ingestion as well as the type of exercise protocol performed may contribute to the effectiveness of taurine as an
ergogenic aid. More investigations are needed to better understand the potential effects of taurine supplementation
on aerobic and anaerobic performance, muscle damage, metabolic stress, and recovery.

Background
Taurine is a sulfur-containing amino acid that can be
derived from cysteine metabolism and accounts for 50–
60% of the free amino acid pool [6]. Taurine is especially
abundant in skeletal muscle [2, 5, 25, 66, 80, 86, 88].
Rich sources of dietary taurine come from the consumption of animal proteins [66]. Taurine plays a beneficial
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role in diverse metabolic and physiological processes,
such as glucose and lipid regulation, energy metabolism,
anti-inflammatory modulation, and antioxidant actions
[7, 25, 47]. Accordingly, taurine has been used as a potential ergogenic aid to improve athletic performance.
Taurine supplementation often occurs through oral ingestion of capsules or taurine-rich beverages [24, 81]. Notably, plasma concentrations of taurine increase ~ 10 min
after ingestion and generally peak (0.03 to 0.06 mmoL) ~
1 h following ingestion. Importantly, several factors such
as taurine ingestion timing, delivery format, and exercise
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protocol contribute to taurine’s impact on performance.
Following this absorption phase, taurine levels return to
baseline within 6.5 h (hrs) [24]. However, taurine doses
have ranged from 500 mg/d to 10 g/d in published human
trials [67]. The purpose of this review is to investigate the
literature to date surrounding the effectiveness of taurine
supplementation on exercise outcomes: aerobic adaptations and performance, anaerobic (strength and power)
performance, muscle soreness, and recovery. For the
purpose of this review, we have split the dosages into low
(0.5–2 g), moderate (3–5 g), and high (> 5 g). An in-depth
explanation of the pharmacokinetics, distribution, and
impacts of taurine on metabolism (fat metabolism in
particular), and how taurine may impact metabolic stress
(inflammation, oxidation, and calcium handling) will be
provided first.

factors including changes in electrophysical properties of
the muscle membrane, sodium concentrations, its corelease with water to maintain plasma volume, and in
some undefined way, Ca2+ homeostasis. The intensity
and speed of exercise are also strongly correlated with
high taurine levels; they could play a role in taurine release performed during endurance exercise, possibly indicating its release from oxidative muscle fibers [26, 82].
The increase in taurine release is likely due to taurine’s
role in the regulatory mechanism of Ca2+ handling
within the skeletal and cardiac muscle during contraction, as well as increasing the sensitivity of forcegenerating myofilaments to calcium [17, 18, 50]. Thus,
taurine release and appearance may modulate the concentration of transporters and channels, impacting calcium entry, fat metabolism, and exercise performance.

Pharmacokinetics and distribution of Taurine

Impacts on metabolism
Taurine and fat metabolism

In humans, one-fourth of bile acids are conjugated with
taurine before absorption. Some taurine is converted to
isethionate by bacterial or tissue enzymes which are then
converted to CO2, water, ammonia, or urea. Nevertheless, the vast majority of taurine absorption occurs in the
gastrointestinal tract within 1–2.5 h following ingestion
[24, 30]. Interestingly, taurine’s bioavailability is improved on an empty stomach [24]. Plasma taurine has
been shown to return to baseline concentrations 6–8 h
after ingestion [24]. Taurine concentrations are regulated by the kidney via urine excretion; urine excretion
of taurine can range from 65 to 250 mg daily [24].
High concentrations of taurine are found in different
muscle types. For instance, glycolytic muscle fibers have
been found to harbor ~ 1–3 μmol/g of taurine, while oxidative muscle contains ~ 15–20 μmol/g [26]. This exemplifies the point that specific transporters and channels
must exist within the muscle membranes for taurine’s
import and export [26]. Exercise upregulates the concentration of these transporters and channels to assist in
metabolism, ATP formation, ion transport, and signaling
and performance adaptations [49]. The entry of taurine
into the cell is utilizing a specific sodium-dependent
transporter while its release is less well studied; it’s possible via a sodium-independent mechanism [82]. The release is likely due to depolarization of the cell via
sodium entry and taurine carriers to the plasma membrane [17]. The mechanical entry of taurine into the cell
likely depends on the activation of sodium channels
within the muscle cell membrane during exercise.
The skeletal muscle remains the most probable explanation to elucidate the increase in plasma taurine
concentration released from the skeletal muscles assayed
after exercise. The peak in plasma taurine concentrations occurs immediately at the cessation of exercise
[82]. Taurine release could be related to a variety of

Taurine modulates fat metabolism [25, 47, 62]. Acute
supplementation of taurine can increase lipolysis and reduce the contribution from glycolytic metabolism,
thereby altering the fuel utilization and metabolic efficiency of exercise [14]. This is accomplished, in part, because taurine induces fibroblast growth factors (FGF21,
FGF19) and β-klotho concentrations. Fibroblast growth
factors (FGFs) are produced in adipose and skeletal
muscle tissues and play a role in body energy balance.
They act as hormones that decrease blood glucose, insulin, triglycerides, fat mass, carbohydrate metabolism, and
may also reduce body weight. Impaired levels of these
growth factors could play a role in obesity and cardiovascular diseases [7, 25, 74]. However, taurine may assist
with regulating these growth factor levels by increasing
fat metabolism and lipolysis through exercise [25]. Exercise increases these growth factors by affecting their
gene expressions [74]. Previous literature states that
FGF21, FGF19, and β-klotho are implicated in metabolic
diseases such as obesity and type 2 diabetes [25]. Importantly, taurine has been shown to reduce these
adipose-tissue-derived factors, and by extension, may
play a larger role in body composition and adipogenesis.
In parallel, an improvement in performance secondary
to taurine supplementation would indirectly impact energy expenditure, lipolysis, and likely improve betaoxidation of fat stores that have been implicated in
metabolic diseases and obesity [25]. Nonetheless, few
studies have directly assessed the role of taurine on fat
mass, and as such our review on this topic is limited.
Furthermore, exercise activates the PI3K/Akt signaling
pathway which serves to upregulate and phosphorylate
the FGFs via insulin and the contraction of skeletal
muscle [74]. The PI3K/Akt signaling pathway is essential
for cell survival, metabolism, proliferation, and its
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implication in human diseases (i.e., cancer, diabetes,
cardiovascular) [22]). Since taurine is found in high
concentrations in the skeletal muscle, it can potentially play a role in the signaling of the PI3K/Akt
pathway during exercise [26, 73]. The importance of
taurine serving as a link to this pathway could serve
to increase lipolysis and glucose uptake; however,
these mechanisms are unknown.
Taurine concentrations in cardiac mitochondria are
estimated in high concentrations to be 70 nmoL/mg
[26]). It has been suggested that high concentrations of
taurine in the cardiac mitochondria can inhibit mitochondrial apoptosis, oxidative and endoplasmic reticulum
stress, and serve as a mitochondrial buffer [34]. The acylCoA dehydrogenases which control the β-oxidation of
fatty acids are shown to have optimal activity with mitochondrial taurine serving as a mitochondrial buffering
agent [26]. For example, the rate of β-oxidation of endogenous fatty acids was 31% lower in the taurinedeficient heart in mice compared to the control heart [65].
Effects of taurine deficiency in the heart can lead to diminished and lower rates of the biochemical reactions that
occur in the mitochondria during exercise (i.e., citric acid
cycle, fatty acid oxidation, and some of the reactions in
the urea cycle) [65, 86]. Stabilizing the pH gradient in the
mitochondrial matrix by the presence of taurine as a buffer is essential for maintaining the biochemical processes.
Taurine has also been demonstrated to be a constituent of
modified uridine residues in mitochondrial tRNA [26].
The modified uridine residues in the mitochondria suggest
that taurine may play a role in the mitochondrial matrix
and be implicated in mitochondrial diseases such as cardiovascular disease. The association of taurine in the mitochondria and exercise can promote an increase in genes
relating to mitochondrial respiratory capacity, mitochondrial biogenesis, fat oxidation, and beta-oxidation flux.
Taurine plays a role in fat metabolism, inhibiting oxidative stress by improving mitochondrial function and
improving mitochondrial biogenesis [26]. It is suggested
that taurine can play a role in the gene expression of
mitochondrial biogenesis by upregulating CPT1, PPAR
family (PGC-1α PPARα PPARγ), LPL, ACO1, ACO2,
HSL, ACOX1, and CD36; genes possibly improving fat
metabolism [15, 25, 26]. The presence of taurine in the
mitochondria helps ensure the regulation of proton
pumping while upregulating these genes. Without the
protection of taurine in the mitochondria, this can instigate mitochondrial degradation and dysfunction and potentially metabolic syndrome diseases (i.e., diabetes and
obesity,) thus affecting gene expression and FGFs [29,
47]. Also, in adipose tissue, taurine has been established
to decrease the number of M1 macrophages, proinflammatory cytokines, and increase the number of M2
macrophages, involved in the clearance of free fatty acids
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and energy expenditure [25]. Taurine can play a role in
inhibiting FGFs and inducing PGC-1α gene expression
which is involved in the clearance of free fatty acid
(FFA), inhibition of lipotoxicity, and thus energy expenditure [20, 25].
Free fatty acids are involved in a variety of metabolic
processes (i.e., Krebs cycle, β-oxidation, oxidative phosphorylation, and electron transport chain) which are
vital during exercise to upregulate PGC-1α [20, 38].
Since taurine has been proposed to upregulate the mitochondrial PPAR family of genes, this may help increase
mitochondrial biogenesis [20, 38]. Since mitochondrial
biogenesis plays a role in aerobic capacity during exercise, this adaptation is important in improving cellular
metabolism, energy expenditure, and aerobic capacity
for an enhancement in sports performance. However, future research needs to investigate the exact mechanisms
of taurine’s role in gene expression and mitochondrial
biogenesis in aerobic sports. Although inconclusive, taurine may regulate fat metabolism via adipose-tissuederived growth factors and gene expression; however,
this requires more work as well.
Aerobic & Anaerobic Metabolism

Due to taurine’s ability to modulate lipid metabolism by
stimulating genes and proteins that are responsible for
mitochondrial biogenesis and respiratory function, taurine is associated with improvements in aerobic metabolism [15, 25, 26]. Minimal information on how taurine
impacts anaerobic metabolism is available; however, previous research has demonstrated taurine may reduce lactate concentrations [14, 39]. While literature is scarce on
the impact of taurine on both anaerobic and aerobic metabolism, more information is known about the impact
of taurine on lipolysis (mentioned above).
Taurine and inflammation in exercise

Taurine could play a vital role in increasing antiinflammatory markers. Taurine derivatives (taurine chloramine, taurine bromamine, and taurolidine) prevent vascular permeability, which often occurs due to an increase
in neutrophil influx and proinflammatory cytokine production, which is increased by inflammatory stimuli such
as exercise [42]. Acute exercise leads to an increase in the
mobilization of leukocytes and an increase in circulatory
inflammatory mediators, such as TNF-α, interleukin-6
(IL-6), interleukin-10 (IL-10), and C-reactive protein
(CRP) [37, 53]. However, the rise in IL-6 and CRP concentrations is related to the duration, intensity, and muscle
mass involved during exercise which could affect performance adaptations [13, 37, 69]. The damage from exercise
generates the inflammatory IL-6 and CRP, which facilitates the influx of inflammatory neutrophils monocytes,
lymphocytes, and cells to repair the damage [36, 69]. This
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injured muscle initiates a rapid and sequential invasion of
inflammatory cell mediators that may persist for days or
weeks [4, 52, 76]. The anti-inflammatory cytokines serve
as mediators to initiate the breakdown of damaged muscle
tissues and repair of muscle tissue to promote tissue repair
and performance adaptations [11, 43, 76]. There must be
a tight equilibrium between pro-inflammatory agents (i.e.,
IL-6, CRP, and TNF-α,) and anti-inflammatory response
to regulate inflammation, repair the skeletal muscle, and
promote adaptations and improvements in performance.
Taurine may play a role to attenuate excessive inflammation during recovery periods. Inflammatory markers
were unaltered in untrained men with the ingestion of
taurine (50 mg/kg/body mass) for 21 days prior to eccentric exercise [11]. There was no change in inflammatory
markers (IL-1B, TNF-α, and IL-10) during the recovery
period after eccentric exercise in the taurine group compared with the placebo group. This leads to the speculation that taurine may be involved in several other
molecular mechanisms of muscle damage repair but
may be able to inhibit oxidative stress [11]. However,
with inconclusive research, taurine may be beneficial to
the balance between the cytokine response and the antiinflammatory response following exercise [69].

Effect on oxidative stress in exercise

With an increase in oxidative stress from exercise,
taurine has been proposed to serve as an antioxidant.
However, the mechanisms by which taurine acts as an
antioxidant have not been clearly defined. Increased
production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), such as
superoxide and H2O2 contributes to the disruption and
imbalance of Ca2+ ion channels leading to impaired cell
viability, endothelial stress, inflammation, oxidative
stress, related injuries, impaired muscle contractility, fatigue, and diminished performance [27, 54, 70].
The effects of taurine supplementation on oxidative
stress biomarkers after eccentric exercise was performed
in rats [70]. Taurine was administered as a 1-ml 300 mg/
kg/per body weight (BW) day solution in water by gavage, for 15 consecutive days. Starting on the 14th day of
supplementation, the animals were submitted to one 90min downhill run session and a constant velocity of 10
km/hr. Taurine supplementation decreased superoxide
radical production, creatine kinase (CK), lipoperoxidation, and carbonylation levels and increased total thiol
content in skeletal muscle, but it did not affect antioxidant enzyme activity after eccentric exercise [70].
Taurine affects skeletal muscle contraction by decreasing
oxidative stress, in association with decreased superoxide
radical production. Future research is warranted to investigate taurine’s antioxidant role after exercise in human subjects.
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Taurine is proposed to function as an antioxidant of
ROS and promote recovery after exercise. This may promote an improved cellular environment to tolerate exercise oxidative stress [16, 25, 70, 71, 86, 90, 91].
Additionally, hypo-taurine, a taurine precursor, can act
as a hydroxyl radical (OH) scavenger and inhibit lipid
peroxidation, and prevent iron self-oxidation [16]. An
increase in taurine precursors (i.e, cysteine) can serve to
increase taurine synthesis and assist in its antioxidant
capabilities, decrease the production of superoxide radicals, and maintain skeletal muscle function [61]. Taurine
supplementation is shown to decrease the production of
superoxide and oxygen-derived radicals, especially in the
sites of high production of oxidative stress (i.e., mitochondria), in the skeletal muscle of rats [70].
Taurine improved total thiol (TT) content after exercise in human subjects [12]. Thiols are vital to maintaining the structural enzymatic and transport functions of
the cell [70]. However, reversible oxidation of thiols, in
the presence of hydrogen peroxide, can lead to oxidative
damage from exercise [75]. One capsule of taurine (50
mg/kg/body mass/ day) consumed for a total of 21 days
in untrained men, 14 days prior to the eccentric protocol
(3 sets until exhaustion of eccentric elbow flexors at 80%
of 1RM) and continuing 7-day post-exercise period improved oxidative stress [12]. Taurine supplementation
decreased oxidative stress markers in humans, such as
lipoperoxidation, carbonylation, and increased total thiol
content after exercise in skeletal muscle [12]. However,
taurine supplementation did not alter antioxidant enzymes (superoxide dismutase, catalase, and glutathione
peroxidase nor inflammatory markers (TNFa, IL-1B, and
IL-10) induced by the eccentric protocol during the recovery period. But, taurine lowered creatine kinase levels
and improved isometric and concentric strength by day
16 compared to placebo [12]. Taurine supplementation
partly attenuated an increase in xylenol orange and carbonyl protein levels (oxidative stress markers) but increased total thiol content [12]. Since this process
occurs post-exercise, taurine may be an effective scavenger and decrease the production of superoxide radicals
in muscle cells [12, 54, 70]. Therefore, taurine may act
to inhibit oxidative stress, associated with decreased
superoxide radical production, which may aid in eliciting
adaptations and performance for exercise. With little research performed in humans, it is inconclusive to establish the exact mechanisms by which taurine acts as an
antioxidant in performance.
Taurine and calcium handling in exercise

Taurine is proposed to generate several physiological effects including assisting the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR)
with Ca2+ handling in type I and type II muscle fibers
[18] and regulation of calcium homeostasis. These
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actions are related to an increase in calcium-binding
protein (calsequestrin1). Calsequestrin1 helps maintain
high quantities of calcium in the sarcoplasmic reticulum,
promoting higher availability of calcium for cross-bridge
formation and muscle contraction [17, 70, 71]. This is
accomplished by taurine assisting with calcium release
from the SR binding to the myofibrils of the skeletal
muscle. However, it remains unclear that taurine has a
combination of effects on ion channels, transporter,s,
and enzymes, and modulation of intracellular Ca2+ levels
since research has only been performed in animals [70,
77]. Moreover, taurine is vital for excitation-contraction
coupling mechanisms and muscle performance. Taurine
may exert metabolic effects via interactions with the
muscle membrane and SR which may improve force and
power production; unfortunately, this has not been
shown to improve exercise performance [63]. Taurine is
a well-established inotropic mediator on cardiac muscle
fibers and regulator of calcium and excitationcontraction coupling in animals [17]. However, further
research is warranted to examine the effects of taurine
in humans and its role in SR calcium release in muscle
contraction during exercise.
Taurine and lactate disappearance

Taurine is shown to increase mitochondrial buffering
and lactate disappearance [16]. However, blood lactate
level post-exercise remained unaltered after taurine supplementation (1.66 g in a beverage form) in athletes [63].
It remains lacking that taurine results in a decrease in
lactate concentrations [14, 51]. This is likely due to a
possible interaction between taurine and calcium’s role
in mitochondrial buffering [19]. However, the mechanisms of calcium buffering are poorly understood but it
could include calcium-binding proteins to assist with
intra-mitochondrial buffering mechanisms [19]. The role
of taurine’s relationship with calcium mitochondrial
buffering is of importance. Taurine may be used to assist
mitochondrial buffering capabilities and the preservation
of mitochondrial function during exercise. Further research is needed to elucidate changes in lactate disappearance and mitochondrial buffering after taurine
supplementation in athletes.
Taurine and glucose metabolism

A few studies have shown that taurine is involved in
glucose metabolism, but the mechanism is unknown.
Taurine supplementation (2% in drinking water) for 30d
improved glucose tolerance and insulin sensitivity in
mice [60]. Taurine supplemented mice secreted more insulin in response to glucose. The mechanism involved in
the higher insulin release resulted in increases in B-cells
sensitivity to the cyclic adenosine 3,5-monophosphate
(cAMP)/ protein kinase A (PKA) pathways which play a
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role in insulin secretion and calcium mobilization [60].
Protein Kinase A, specifically, contributes to the first
pathway in insulin release which maintains glucose regulation, carbohydrate metabolism, and favors glycogen resynthesis [60]. Furthermore, in the β-cell, nutrient stimulation leads to depolarization and Ca2+ influx to the
muscle cell. This stimulates the cAMP pathway and
carbohydrate metabolism [28]. However, taurine may
modulate the cAMP/PKA pathways to increase insulin secretion, calcium handling, and maintain the concentration
of glucose [60]. This is essential for exercise and performance because these pathways promote glycolysis, hypertrophy, muscle recovery, and control glucose levels [59].
Taurine served to regulate the expression of genes required for the glucose-metabolism stimulating insulin secretion and sensitivity [54]. Taurine exerted hypoglycemic
effects by enhancing insulin action by facilitating the interaction of insulin with its receptor [54]. Thus, taurine can
serve to increase glycogen synthesis, glycolysis, and glucose uptake in the liver of rats and mice. Contrary, the
beneficial effects of taurine with glucose metabolism
might work by modifying the post-receptor events of insulin action by modulating its signal transduction pathway
[48]. Taurine plays a role in improving insulin sensitivity
and carbohydrate metabolism in mice; however, there is
no research on its role in human glucose metabolism in
sports and exercise [60]. The effect of taurine is shown
mainly through animal and in vitro studies; to date, there
is no evidence that taurine supplementation increases glucose metabolism adaptations in athletes.

Main text
Materials and methods

All literature that investigated the effect of taurine on aerobic adaptations and performance, anaerobic (strength and
power) performance, muscle soreness, and recovery were
searched and obtained using the Preferred Reporting Items
for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement guidelines, with a pre-determined search strategy
[46]. Articles were identified for inclusion via electronic
database literature searches. An initial search was conducted using Google Scholar and PubMed, on September
23, 2020. Subsequent searches of Web of Science and
PubMed were conducted, using identical search criteria, to
capture the most recent publications available (1999–2020).
The final search was conducted on September 23, 2020.
The full search strategy used for both databases by topic is
as follows: ((taurine) AND (aerobic/ endurance); (taurine)
AND (submaximal exercise); (taurine) AND muscle damage; (taurine) AND (calcium); (taurine) AND (recovery);
(taurine) AND (strength) OR runner* OR cyclist* OR endurance* OR lactate* OR athlete*). Asterisks denote truncation. Additional inclusion criteria included the article was
written or available in English, peer-reviewed publication
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status, and clear information on the administration of taurine. Further criteria included that taurine supplementation
was administered in the form of a capsule, powder, or a
beverage (1-6 g), and documentation of aerobic or anaerobic performance, muscle damage (e.g., metabolites),
muscle soreness, and/or recovery outcomes. The following
exclusions were applied to the searches to narrow the scope
of the article lists generated: animal studies, non-exercise
specific, subjects with epilepsy, atherosclerosis, diabetes, or
other health issues. Articles that met inclusion criteria from
each database were compiled using Endnote software. Duplicates were removed, and abstracts were pre-screened for
the source type. Articles were excluded if taurine was not
the primary or only ingredient in a supplement or food
source, not published in peer-reviewed journals, if participants were older than 50 years, articles published before
1999, animal studies, or included participants with health
issues. After identifying all eligible records, a data matrix
was developed and data were extracted on the following
variables: study design, sex, athlete type (i.e., sport, training
level, age range), recruitment numbers, study length, training protocols, and running/ cycling performance/secondary
outcomes. Data from the matrix are presented in Fig. 1. Results were synthesized qualitatively.

Results – overview
Among the 19 studies included in this review, sex and
athlete type were inextricable variables. Seven of the 19
studies examined athletes [2, 3, 14, 41, 63, 78, 81]. One
study examined soldiers [35]. Eleven of the studies examined aerobic parameters [2, 3, 14, 23, 35, 40, 45, 51,
63, 81, 91]. Eight of the studies examined anaerobic
measures or recovery [12, 41, 44, 55, 56, 78, 79, 83].
Two of the 19 studies examined VO2max outcomes in
male athletes [81, 91] and two of 19 studies examined
women [23, 78]. Eight of the 19 studies examined metabolic outcomes (i.e., blood lactate, amino acids, oxygen,
creatine kinase, etc).
Among the examined studies, the type of subjects varied: one recruited endurance-trained cyclists [63], two
recruited male swimmers [3, 14]), two recruited a mixed
sample of endurance athletes [35, 81], one recruited
trained middle-distance runners [2], seven recruited students with no training experience [12, 40, 51, 55, 79, 91],
six recruited male recreationally trained individuals [23,
41, 44, 45, 56, 83], one recruited trained women [78],
one study recruited both male and female athletes [23],
one recruited healthy active volunteers [23]. Ages for
study participants ranged from 18 to 46 years [81].
Aerobic performance and recovery results

Five of the 11 aerobic studies investigated athletes.
VO2max outcomes (mL/kg/min; n = 2 studies) were
mixed: one study reported significant increases in VO2

Fig. 1 Outline of literature search methodology

[91] and one study reported no difference [35]. An improvement in 3-km time trial performance and relative
oxygen consumption was found in one study [2]. An increase in time trial performance was found in untrained
males [40, 51, 79, 91], and cyclists [51]. Seven investigations resulted in no improvements in aerobic performance measures [3, 14, 23, 35, 45, 63, 82].

Anaerobic performance and recovery results

Three studies reported an improvement in anaerobic
performance measures [78, 79, 83]. Two of eight anaerobic and recovery studies investigated athletes. An increase in strength and a decrease in muscle soreness was
found in three studies [12, 55, 56]). An increase in recovery was found in one study [44]. In fasted noncaffeine
users, acute taurine ingestion impairs maximal voluntary
muscle power, maximal isokinetic, and isometric peak
torque; however, in caffeine-deprived consumers, taurine
increased maximal voluntary muscle power [41]. One
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study with female athletes showed a decrease in heart rate
during anaerobic exercise [78].

conducted to date on low taurine dosing and anaerobic
performance (Table 1).

Aerobic and anaerobic metabolic markers and stress

Moderate dosage
Aerobic

A decrease in lactate and anaerobic contribution was
found in two studies [14, 51]. A decrease in phosphorus
concentration in a time to exhaustion test as noted in a
study by Lee and colleagues [40]. Interestingly, two studies reported increases in lipolytic markers and fat oxidation [14, 63]. There was a decrease in creatine kinase
blood markers and muscle soreness after 0.5 g for 21
days in male untrained subjects [12]. An improvement
in relative oxygen uptake was seen with 1 g of taurine ingestion 2 h prior to a 3 K TT in competitive male runners [2]. However, there was an increase in lactate in a
400 m swim [3] and in an incremental ramp test to volitional exhaustion, followed by 2 min active recovery and
6 × 10 s sprints on a cycle ergometer [78]. In healthy active volunteers, there was no significance in metabolites,
but there were notable interaction effects for amino
acids, especially improvements in muscle taurine levels
during exercise [23].

Dosage results
Low dosage - performance
Aerobic

Low taurine dosage protocols range from 0.5-2 g. The effect of acute ingestion of 1 g of taurine 2-h prior to a
maximal 3-km time trial performance in trained middledistance runners was examined by Balshaw et al. [2]. To
emphasize the importance of supplementation timing,
trained soldiers consumed 1 g of taurine supplementation 10–15 min prior to a VO2max test [35]. Untrained
men, consumed taurine (50 mg/kg) or placebo (3 mg/kg
maltodextrin) 2 h prior to a cycling TTE [51]. Male
endurance-trained cyclists consumed 1.66 g 1 h before
VO2max for 90 min followed immediately by a TT [63].
Well-trained male cyclists consumed 1 g of taurine 2 h
prior to 3, 4 km cycling time trial performance [81].
Thus, five studies have been conducted to date on low
taurine dosing and aerobic performance (Table 1).
Anaerobic

A dosage of 0.5 g 1.5 h prior to an exercise bout was recorded in untrained men and trained lacrosse players
[78, 79]. Single doses (0.5 g 1.5 h prior to exercise) were
equally effective as chronic loading periods in untrained
and trained subjects [78, 79] (Table 2). A noticeable decrease in DOMS was found following taurine ingestion
(2 g) three times a day, for 2 weeks prior to and 3 days
after eccentric elbow flexor exercises [55, 56]. Recreationally trained males consumed 0.5 g prior to three
Wingate tests, each separated by 2-min, an hour after
ingesting taurine [83]. Thus, three studies have been

Moderate taurine dosages range from 3 to 5 g. Elite male
swimmers ingested 3 g of taurine every day in the morning for 8-weeks prior to 400-m front-crawl submaximal
efforts [3]. In a single-blind acute dosing study, subjects
cycled for 2 h following a placebo for 7 days (6 g glucose/
day) and again taurine (5 g/day) for 7 days [23]. Male untrained college students consumed 4 g in capsule form
for 14 days prior to performing a running TTE test [40].
Thus, three studies have been conducted to date on
moderate taurine dosing and aerobic performance
(Tables 2 and 3).
Anaerobic

Untrained men consumed .5 g/kg/body mass/day (~ 4 g)
for 21 days before the eccentric protocol [21] (Table 2).
Healthy, active volunteers (male and female) consumed
mixed low-to-moderate doses of taurine at multiple time
periods. Specifically, the acute period was 7 days of oral
taurine (1.66 g) supplementation with breakfast and
lunch. Power-trained male athletes ingested ~ 3 g in capsule form 1 h prior to performing four isokinetic or three
maximal isometric knee extensions with and without
taurine [41]. Two studies have been conducted to date
on moderate taurine dosing and anaerobic performance
(Table 3). See Table 3 for moderate-dose taurine
summary.
High dosage
Aerobic

High dosages are > 5 g but not exceeding 10 g. Trained
swimmers consumed 6 g 120 min before a 400 m swimming maximal crawl effort. Results from the investigation indicated no improvement in performance but
increased plasma glycerol levels [14]. The highest taurine
dosage utilized in a human study (myotonic dystrophy
patients) was up to 10 g/d for a duration of 6 months
[67] (not included in this review, but for context). Male
recreationally trained volunteers consumed 6 g 90 min
prior to a TTE test [45]. College untrained men consumed 6 g (2 g three times a day) of taurine for 7 days
prior to two identical bicycle ergometer exercises until
exhaustion [91] (Table 2). Thus, three studies have been
conducted to date on high taurine dosing and aerobic
performance (Table 4).
Anaerobic

Within the completion of 60 eccentric contractions of
the biceps brachii muscle on an isokinetic dynamometer
at maximal effort, recreationally trained individuals
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Table 1 Low taurine supplementation studies to date and outcomes
Author

Participants

Dosage (g)

Timing of Dose

Outcomes

Balshaw et al. [2]

8

1

Placebo or a 1000 mg T (capsule) 2
h ingestion period

↑ 3KTT performance (TA 646.6 ±
52.8 s and PL 658.5 ± 58.2 s)
equating to a 1.7%
improvement; ↑ Relative oxygen
uptake, HR, RPE. No change in
blood lactate between
conditions

Kammerer et al. [36]

14

1

Four beverages drinking 250 ml of
one of the following: one with 80
mg caffeine, one with 1000 mg
taurine, one with 80 mg caffeine
plus 1000 mg taurine, a commercial
energy drink (Red Bull®) or a
placebo drink 10–15 min prior to a
maximal exercise bout

Combination of caffeine (80
mg) + taurine (1000 mg) in an
energy drink prior to exercise
results in no effects on
cardiorespiratory fitness indices
(VO2max, HRmax, TTE), strength
(RHS and LHS), power (VJ),
concentration (Grid) and
immediate memory (Digits); No
significance of taurine alone on
aerobic parameters

Page [52]

11

0.5

Taurine (50 mg kg − 1) or placebo
(3 mg kg − 1 maltodextrin) 2 h prior
to exercise

↑ TTE by 10% (25.16 min vs.
22.43 min, p = 0.040), end sweat
rate by 12.7% and ↓ [La] by
16.5%. Core temperature ↓ in
the final 10% of the time to
exhaustion (38.5 °C vs. 38.1 °C,
p = 0.049); ↓ RPE

Rutherford et al. [64]

11

1.66

Consumed a noncaloric sweetened
beverage with either 1.66 g of T or
nothing added (P) 1 h before
exercise

No difference in TT performance
between any of the 3 trials;
Average carbohydrate and fat
oxidation rates were unaffected;
16% ↑ (5 g, ~ 84 kJ; p < .05) total
fat oxidation

Waldron et al. 2018 [80]

9

0.5

High cadence (90 r/min) + taurine
(50 mg/kg body mass); high
cadence + placebo (3 mg/kg body
mass maltodextrin); low cadence
(50 r/min) + taurine; low cadence +
placebo 1.5 h prior to exercise

↓ HR vs. placebo prior to the
ramp test; ↑ blood lactate in
taurine conditions; ↑ end-test
power in taurine conditions

Waldron et al. 2019 [81]

12

0.5

Participants were allocated to one
of four conditions, separated by 72
h: TTE + taurine; TTE + P; 3MAOT +
taurine; 3MAOT + placebo 1.5 h
prior to exercise

↑ CP (P < 0.05) (212 ± 36 W) than
baseline (197 ± 40 W) and
placebo (193 ± 35 W); Work and
power not affected; ↑ TTE 5% >
CP increased by 1.7 min after
TAU (17.7 min) compared to
placebo (16.0 min); ↑ estimated
time across all work targets

Ward et al. [83]

11

1

Trials were performed two hours
after the consumption of either
1000 mg of TAU or placebo (P)

↓ of TAU on performance; no
effect on VO2, lactate, pH, or
HCO3

Warnock et al. [85]

7

0.5

C (5 mg/kg/ BM), T (50 mg/kg/ BM),
C + T (5 mg/kg/ BM + 50 mg/kg/
BM) or P (5, 49 mg/kg BM) in a
gelatin capsule 1 h prior to exercise

↑ in anerobic performance
compared to P, C or C + T, 63

↑ = improved performance, ↓ = decreased performance, C creatine, T/TAU taurine, BM bodymass, P placebo, mg/kg milligram per kilogram, TTE time to exhaustion,
3KTT 3-km time trial, RHS right-handed grip strength, LHS left-handed grip strength, VJ vertical jump, RPE rate of perceived exertion, La lactate, CP critical power,
3MAOT 3-min-all-out-test

consumed 0.1 g/kg/BW (not exceeding 10 g) of taurine [44]. Untrained men consumed taurine 2 g (3x a
day) for 14 days prior to and 3 days after eccentric
elbow extension exercise (from the flexed position at
90° to the fully extended position slowly over 5 s
[56]. Recreationally trained men consumed 2 g (3x a

day) for 14 days prior to and 3 days after maximal
eccentric unilateral contractions of the elbow flexor
muscle (each set consisting of 20 contractions) [55].
Accordingly, three studies have been conducted to
date on high taurine dosing and anaerobic performance (Table 4).
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Table 2 Chronic- dose taurine supplementation studies to date and outcomes
Author

Participants

Dosage (g)

Timing of Dose

Outcomes

Batitucci 2018 [3]

14

3

3 g of pure taurine (capsule)
every day in the morning before
breakfast, during an eight-week
period

No changes in energy
expenditure or swimming
performance; ↑ in plasma
taurine and lactate
concentrations

da Silva et al. [12]

21

.5 g·kg/BW/day

One capsule per day for a total
of 21 days, beginning 14 days
before the eccentric protocol
and continuing throughout the
7-day postexercise period

↑ strength levels and thiol total
content; ↓ muscle soreness, LAD
level, CK activity, and oxidative
damage; Antioxidant enzymes
and inflammatory markers, and
IL-10 were not altered during
the recovery period compared
with the placebo group

Galloway et al. [23]

7

First part: 1.66 g. Second
part: 5 g/day and 6 g/day of
placebo

First part: Seven days of oral
taurine (1.66 g) supplementation
with breakfast and lunch.
Second part: cycled for 2 h after
7 days of placebo ingestion (6 g
glucose/day) and again
following 7 days of T (5 g/day)

No difference in muscle
glycogen or other muscle
metabolites between conditions;
↑ the appearance of AA
following exercise; A 13-fold ↑
increase in plasma taurine concentration; No aerobic effects

Lee et al. [41]

24

4

Subjects were randomly divided
into 4 groups (n = 6), and given
a placebo, taurine (4 g/day),
carnitine (4 g/day), or glutamine
(4 g/day) tablets for 2 weeks.

↑ TTE (6.9 min or 9.0 min longer)
at 75% of VO2max; ↓ serum Pi
concentration measured at allout state (14% ↓)

McLeay et al. [45]

10

0.1 g/kg/BW; No more than
10 g

Completed 60 eccentric
contractions of the biceps
brachii muscle at maximal effort.
Following this, participants were
supplemented with 0.1 g/kg/BW
of either taurine or rice flour in
capsules; evening.

Significant ↓ in all performance
measures from pre- to 24-h
post-eccentric exercise (p <
0.001) for both taurine and placebo; No effects in CK levels

Ra et al. [56]

29

2

Participants orally consumed 2 g
of placebo (lactose) or taurine
powder three times a day after
meals for 2 weeks before
exercise

↓ DOMS

Ra et al. [57]

36

2

Placebo + placebo [placebo],
BCAA + placebo, placebo +
taurine, and BCAA + taurine
[combined]) and given a
combination of 3.2 g BCAA (or
placebo) and 2.0 g taurine (or
placebo), three times a day, for
two weeks prior to and three
days after eccentric elbow flexor
exercises

↓ exercise-induced DOMS and
muscle damage

Zhang et al. [91]

11

6

After the first exercise test, the
subjects received supplements
of a daily dose of 6 g (2 g three
times a day) taurine powder for
7 days prior to the second
exercise test. After 7-day of taurine supplementation, an identical exhaustive test procedure
was repeated at the same time
of day

↓ serum TBARS before exercise
(p < 0.05) and resulted in a
significantly ↓ DNA migration
24 h after exercise (p < 0.01).
Significant ↑ VO2max, ↑ exercise
TTE, and ↑ maximal workload in
test with taurine
supplementation (p < 0.05); ↑
taurine concentration

↑ = improved performance, ↓ = decreased performance, T/TAU taurine, BW bodyweight, P placebo, LAD lactate dehydrogenase, CK creatine kinase, IL-10 interleukin10, AA amino acids, TTE time to exhaustion, Pi inorganic phosphorus, DOMS delayed onset muscle soreness, TBARS thiobaribituric-acid reative substance

Discussion
The discussion will include details about investigations
that met the inclusion criteria for this review.

Specifically, highlights of individual study methods, dosing, participants will be highlighted surround endurance
exercise, anaerobic exercise (i.e., strength/power),

14

Batitucci 2018 [3]

14

Lim et al. [42]

Either cellulose-filled placebo capsules (10 mg/kg body mass; P)
or capsules providing 40 mg/kg1 body mass of taurine with
10 mg/kg1 body mass of cellulose (TAU) and drank 250 mL of
water one hour prior to testing

In the noncaffeine consumers, taurine resulted in a significant ↓
in maximal voluntary muscle power, ↓ in peak torque, ↓ in first
and best power output; taurine ingestion in caffeine-deprived
caffeine consumers ↑ maximal voluntary muscle power; no effect
on other aspects of contractile performance

↑ = improved performance, ↓ = decreased performance, T/TAU taurine, P placebo, LAD lactate dehydrogenase, CK creatine kinase, IL-10 interleukin-10, TTE time to exhaustion, Pi = inorganic phosphate

~3

No difference in muscle glycogen or other muscle metabolites
between conditions; ↑ the appearance of amino acids following
exercise; A 13-fold ↑ increase in plasma taurine concentration;
No aerobic effects

↑ strength levels and thiol total content; ↓ muscle soreness, LAD
level, CK activity, and oxidative damage; Antioxidant enzymes
and inflammatory markers, and IL-10 were not altered during
the recovery period compared with the placebo group

No changes in energy expenditure or swimming performance;
↑ in plasma taurine and lactate concentrations

Outcomes

Subjects were randomly divided into 4 groups (n = 6), and given ↑ TTE (6.9 min or 9.0 min longer) at 75% of VO2max; ↓ serum Pi
concentration measured at all-out state (14% ↓)
a placebo, taurine (4 g/day), carnitine (4 g/day), or glutamine
(4 g/day) tablets for 2 weeks.

24

Lee et al. [41]

4

First part: 1.66 g. Second part:
First part: Seven days of oral taurine (1.66 g) supplementation
5 g/day and 6 g/day of placebo with breakfast and lunch. Second part: cycled for 2 h after
7 days of placebo ingestion (6 g glucose/day) and again
following 7 days of T (5 g/day)

7

Galloway [23]

One capsule per day for a total of 21 days, beginning 14 days
before the eccentric protocol and continuing throughout the
7-day postexercise period

.5 g·kg body mass/day (~ 4)

3 g of pure taurine (capsule) every day in the morning before
breakfast, during an eight-week period

Timing of Dose

da Silva et al. [12] 21

3

Participants Dosage (g)

Author

Table 3 Moderate taurine supplementation studies to date and outcomes
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9

10

17

29

36

11

De Carvalho et al. [14]

McLeay et al. [45]

Milioni et al. [46]

Ra et al. [56]

Ra et al. [57]

Zhang et al. [91]

6

2

2

6

0.1 g/ kg/BW (not
exceeding 10 g)

6

Dosage (g)

After the first exercise test, the subjects received supplements of a
daily dose of 6 g (2 g three times a day) taurine powder for 7 days
prior to the second exercise test. After 7-day of taurine
supplementation, an identical exhaustive test procedure was repeated
at the same time of day

Placebo + placebo [placebo], BCAA + placebo, placebo + taurine,
and BCAA + taurine [combined]) and given a combination of 3.2 g
BCAA (or placebo) and 2 g taurine (or placebo), three times a day,
for two weeks prior to and three days after eccentric elbow flexor
exercises

Participants orally consumed 2 g of placebo (lactose) or taurine powder
three times a day after meals for 2 weeks before exercise: two sets of
maximal eccentric unilateral contractions of the elbow flexor muscle

Placebo (6 g dextrose) or taurine (6 g) supplementation), separated
by 1 week, 90 min prior to the exhaustive test

Completed 60 eccentric contractions of the biceps brachii muscle
at maximal effort. Following this, participants were supplemented
with 0.1 g/kg/BW of either taurine or rice flour in capsules; continued
to consume the capsules in the morning and evening.

Athletes received taurine (TAU) or placebo (P) supplementation
120 min before the swimming effort

Timing of Dose

↓ serum TBARS before exercise (p < 0.05) and resulted in a
significantly ↓ DNA migration 24 h after exercise (p < 0.01).
Significant ↑ VO2max, ↑ exercise time to exhaustion, and
↑ maximal workload in test with taurine supplementation
(p < 0.05); ↑ taurine concentration

↓ exercise-induced DOMS and muscle damage

↓ DOMS

No improvements in high-intensity running performance;
unclear effect on maximal accumulated oxygen deficit

Significant ↓ in all performance measures from pre- to 24-h
post-eccentric exercise (p < 0.001) for both taurine and placebo;
No effects in CK levels

No effect in swimmer performance; ↑ glycerol plasma levels
(8%); ↓ lactic anaerobic system contribution

Outcomes

McLeay [45] dosages ranged from low-to-moderate-to-high; ↑ = improved performance, ↓ = decreased performance, T/TAU taurine, BW bodyweight, P placebo, CK creatine kinase, DOMS delayed onset muscle soreness,
BCAA branched chain amino acid, TBARS thiobaribituric-acid reative substance

Participants

Author

Table 4 High taurine supplementation studies to date and outcomes
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recovery (i.e., DOMS), and metabolic markers. Following, conclusions are highlighted and synthesize the research to date as it pertains to the aforementioned
specific areas.
Taurine and endurance exercise

The maintenance of taurine concentration in the muscle
tissue might be important for enhanced endurance performance. Very few studies confirm the effect of acute or
prolonged taurine ingestion on improving endurance performance in humans [2, 40, 51, 91]. However, trained individuals have higher taurine muscle content compared to
their untrained counterparts, indicating a potential role of
taurine in human endurance exercise performance [2, 26].
It can be speculated that since trained individuals typically
have higher muscle taurine levels, supplemental taurine
may be less effective and may have a lower level of enhancement in untrained subjects. Alternatively, higher
doses of taurine may be required to achieve performance
improvements. However, more research is needed to confirm this assumption.
Low-intensity endurance

There were no improvements in endurance performance
treated with taurine in a low-intensity exercise protocol
[23]. Healthy active men and women ingested 1.66 g oral
taurine 3x a day for 7 days. Subjects performed a 2 h cycling bout at ~ 60% peak oxygen consumption (VO2peak)
after the 7-day ingestion period. There was no difference
in muscle taurine content at rest (placebo, 44 ± 15 μmol/l
vs. taurine, 42 ± 15 μmol/l) or after exercise (placebo,
43 ± 12 μmol/l vs. taurine, 43 ± 11 μmol/l). Taurine (1.66
g 3x a day for 7 days) did increase muscle content of
amino acids (glutamate, aspartate, asparagine, and lysine)
and had no effect on blood metabolites, heart rate, or respiratory responses (glucose, lactate, FFA, VO2, RER) to
120 min of exercise at ~ 60 VO2peak [23]. The ingestion of
a low dosage of taurine for 7 days, despite large acute
changes in plasma following ingestion, does not support
performance improvements or changes in carbohydrate
metabolism [23].
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Ten male competitive subjects received 6 g of taurine
or placebo 120 min before a front-crawl maximal 400 m
swim effort and resulted in no improvement pre-and
and post-swim performance [14]. However, it should be
noted that plasma glycerol levels (lipolysis) pre and
power were 8% higher for the taurine condition. Lactate
concentrations were also lower in the taurine condition
(11.4 ± 5.3%) compared to the placebo (14.2 ± 3.5%)
[14]. Swimmer performance was not statistically significant between the placebo and taurine conditions. Since
the peak concentration of plasma taurine can be
achieved 1.5 to 6 h post-ingestion, the maximal effort of
the 400 m swim was performed within the peak concentration period (120 min) and could have promoted an
additional effect on lipid metabolism-post exercise [14].
This relationship between taurine’s timing, glycolytic
system’s energy contribution, and performance improvement could play a role in lactate disappearance after exercise. Similarly, a 6 g dose of taurine consumed by
recreationally trained males 90 min prior to completing
a high-intensity exhaustive treadmill running test (110%
VO2max) failed to show an improvement in endurance
performance [45]. Supplementation timing (90 vs 120
min) and exercise protocol design likely play significant
roles in taurine’s ability to impact high-intensity endurance performance.
Little research is understood about taurine’s effects on
high-intensity repeated sprint performance [83]. Male
university team sport players ingested 50 mg/kg dose of
taurine supplementation 1 hour prior to three, maximal
effort, 30s Wingate anaerobic capacity tests. However,
taurine outperformed caffeine (5 mg/kg) and caffeine +
taurine (5 mg/kg BM + 50 mg/kg BM) on performance
changes. There was an increase in anaerobic performance compared to placebo, caffeine, or caffeine + taurine. Taurine elicited higher peak power, mean power,
and mean peak power compared to caffeine + taurine
and placebo [83]. Taurine supplementation may increase
performance improvements during short, high-intensity
events. However, further research is needed to establish
this effect and to reveal the underlying mechanisms that
explain the current findings.

HighHigh-Intensityurance

The acute ingestion of 1 g of taurine (which was equivalent to 2.5 times the maximum daily quantity of taurine
intake reported in normal human dietary analysis) 2 h
prior to a maximal 3-km time trial performance in
trained middle-distance runners significantly enhanced
3-km running performance [2]. Subjects dietary intake
48-h before the performance session was recorded. This
investigation was conducted in a simulated endurance
performance assessment, more similar to real-world
competitive endurance events than previous taurine ingestion studies.

Time to exhaustion and VO2

An increase in running time to exhaustion has been
shown to delay fatigue and increase endurance performance. Time to exhaustion running performance was investigated after participants were given a placebo,
taurine (4 g/day), carnitine (4 g/day), or glutamine (4 g/
day) tablets for 2 weeks [40]. In the taurine condition,
the subjects ran 6.9 min longer until exhausted on a
treadmill at the intensity of 75% VO2max [40]. Serum
lactate concentrations measured 1 h after the initiation
of the endurance exercise, as well as at an all-out state
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(immediately following cessation of TTE test) were decreased by taurine, carnitine, and glutamine supplementation. There were no significant changes detected in the
lactate concentrations between the three conditions.
However, taurine supplementation significantly reduced
the serum inorganic phosphorus concentration measured at an all-out state (14% decrease, immediately following cessation of TTE test), assumingly preventing the
accumulation in other organelles and continuing crossbridge formation [1, 87]. Taurine significantly decreased
serum ammonia concentration (32% reduction) during
the time to exhaustion test [40]. Taurine or carnitine
supplementation (4 g/day) improved the time to exhaustion endurance exercise performance and related human
fatigue factors.
Higher doses of taurine (4–6 g) in trained and untrained individuals compared to that of typical energy
drinks (1–2 g) were investigated [78–80]. Male and
female subjects consumed taurine (.5 mg/kg BM in
capsule-form) 1.5 h prior to exercise; both groups performed different modalities (time-to-exhaustion trials,
time-trials, end-test power output, and critical power
output [78, 79]. The ingestion of capsule-form of taurine
improved TTE endurance performance and critical
power by a small amount, with larger effects found for
TTE trials [79, 80].
An improvement in VO2max and TTE was seen in untrained men after frequent ingestion of 2 g, 3X a day
[91]. Endurance performance could possibly be improved
to a similar magnitude after providing 1 g of taurine in a
single oral dose or 6 g for up to 2 weeks [2, 51, 91].
Mixed aerobic exercise

The consumption of taurine was studied to support the
emotional state and aerobic performance in soldiers
[35]. Soldiers consumed 250 ml of water with one of the
following mixtures: 80 mg caffeine, 1000 mg taurine, 80
mg caffeine plus 1000 mg taurine, a commercial energy
drink (Red Bull) or a placebo 10–15 min before a
VO2max, time to exhaustion, strength (isometric
strength), power (vertical jump), concentration (Grid
test) and memory test (digits test). There was no significance among the commercial drinks, drinks with different bioactive compounds, and placebo in the various
tests performed [35]. However, peak taurine concentrations may not have been attained which could have affected the performance results [24, 30].
Taurine was investigated to evaluate the effects of oxidative stress, aerobic capacity, and maximal workload in
untrained males [91]. Subjects performed one VO2max
test then received 2 g three times a day in a powder for
7 days prior to a second VO2max test. Taurine improved
VO2max (43.7 ± 4.7 ml/kg/min vs. 46.7 ± 5.3 ml/kg/min),
exercise time (18.8 ± 3.2 ml/kg/min vs. 19.3 ± 3.4 ml/kg/
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min), and workload (234 ± 65 W vs. 243 ± 67 W) after 7
days of supplementation. Even though there may have
been familiarization between the two tests, taurine concentration levels were positively correlated with changes
in time to exhaustion and maximal workload.
Cycling time trial performance

During a prolonged cycling bout in trained athletes, taurine’s ability to increase fat oxidation and performance
in a subsequent trial was recorded [63]. Male cyclists utilized a 1 h ingestion period followed by a further 1.5-h
sub-maximal 90-min intensity ride before their cycling
time trial [63]. Subjects ingested 1.66 g of taurine or a
placebo in beverage form. Differences in substrate oxidation between conditions were assessed in the intervening
2.5 h between ingestion and the start of the cycling time
trial. Taurine (1.66 g) taken 1 h before 90 min of cycling
at ~ 65 VO2max resulted in a small, but significant, 16%
increase in total whole-body fat oxidation in endurancetrained men but no improvements in 90 min of cycling
at 66.5% ± 1.9% VO2max [63]. The dosing protocol was
based on a previous study [23], and it should be reemphasized that plasma taurine kinetics peak at 90–120
min [24, 30]. However, their results did not explain the
exact mechanisms responsible for the increase in total
whole-body fat oxidation from taurine alone. Similarly,
there was no effect on three, 4 km cycling time trial performance, VO2, lactate, pH, or HCO3− after consumption of 1 g (2 h prior to exercise bout) of taurine in
endurance male athletes [81]. Given the results of the
aforementioned investigation on taurine and cycling
time trial performance, it can be concluded at this time
that taurine supplementation provides no time trial
benefits; however, only two investigations have been
conducted.
Thermoregulation and endurance exercise

Thermal strain (prolonged exercise in high environmental temperatures or humidity) negatively impacts performance [51]. Amino acids have been shown to play a
role in thermoregulation and the sweat response within
the central nervous system during exercise.
The role of taurine in thermoregulatory control processes and improving time to exhaustion was examined in
non-heat acclimated healthy male participants [51]. Taurine supplementation (.5 g) 2 h before a cycling volitional
time to exhaustion test in the heat (35 °C, 40% relative humidity) lowered core temperature and improved time to
exhaustion by ~ 10%. Subjects cycled at the power output
associated with their tested ventilatory threshold until absolute exhaustion. The subject’s core temperature (38.5 °C
vs. 38.1 °C) was lower in the final 10% (taurine = 25.16 ±
5.25 min; placebo = 22.43 ± 4.28 min) of the time to exhaustion following taurine supplementation [51]. Taurine
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supplementation increased time to exhaustion, mean
sweat rate (12.7%), decreased RPE and core temperature,
in the later stages of exercise, and reduced post-exercise
blood lactate concentrations [51]. This is likely due to taurine’s ability to improve thermoregulation, mechanical efficiency, and sweat response [31, 32, 51].
The sweat response from eccrine glands is governed
by the thermoregulatory center in the hypothalamus
which increases the sympathetic nervous system to increase sweat production [51]. Taurine ingestion appeared to augment the sweat response by increasing the
core temperature in the later stages of the bout. This response could elicit taurine’s role as a neuromodulator in
the brain and serving as the amino acid gammaaminobutyric acid (GABA) receptor agonist [32].
Gamma-aminobutyric acid, a brain chemical, is widely
distributed in the brain with high concentrations in the
hypothalamus [31]. It is considered the majority inhibitory neurotransmitter in most of the brain and also involved with thermoregulation [31]. This brain chemical
plays a central role in reciprocal inhibition between the
effector pathways controlling thermoregulation [31].
Taurine and GABA are both released from the hypothalamus, the main thermoregulatory center of the brain,
suggesting taurine’s importance in temperature regulation [50, 51]. The accumulation of taurine in these central locations presumably reduces core temperature via
taurine binding sites or antagonism of GABA receptors.
These receptors are established effectors of hypothermia
through distinct neural pathways [51]. Higher plasma
availability following ingestion of taurine is likely to
cross the blood-brain barrier into these central areas,
where it can interact with target receptors and prompt
thermoregulatory responses. Given taurine’s capacity to
cross the blood-brain barrier and elicit changes in time
to exhaustion and mean sweat rate in the heat, shows
taurine’s implications to assist with thermoregulation in
sports performance and exercise. However, with the lack
of evidence, more research is needed to elucidate taurine’s role in thermoregulation in sport and exercise.
Aerobic capacity

Since taurine has protective redox actions on antioxidation, membrane stabilization, calcium flux, and thermoregulation, taurine was investigated to evaluate the
effects of oxidative stress, aerobic capacity, and maximal
workload in untrained males [91]. Subjects performed
one VO2max test then received 2 g taurine three times a
day in a powder for 7 days prior to a second VO2max
test. Taurine improved VO2max (43.7 ± 4.7 ml/kg/min
vs. 46.7 ± 5.3 ml/kg/min), exercise time (18.8 ± 3.2 min
vs. 19.3 ± 3.4 min), and workload (234 ± 65 W vs. 243 ±
67 W) after 7 days of supplementation. Even though
there may have been familiarization between the two
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tests, taurine concentration levels were positively correlated with changes in time to exhaustion and maximal
workload. Since taurine is found in greater concentrations in oxidative muscle fibers, this could suggest taurine could result in endurance exercise improvements
[26]. Improvements in endurance performance may be
as a result of taurine’s role in calcium flux improving
cross-bridge formation, as highlighted in the background
of this review [17, 70, 71].
Conclusions on endurance

Outcomes related to taurine supplementation and endurance performance are largely mixed [14, 23, 35, 45,
63, 81]. Improvements in endurance performance may
be as a result of taurine’s role in calcium flux improving
cross-bridge formation [17, 70, 71].
Dosages vary (1 g – 6 g) in improving endurance performance in trained and untrained individuals [14, 45,
79, 91]. Single doses may be equally as effective as
chronic loading periods to improve endurance performance without reaching taurine’s upper tolerable limit of
10 g/day [67, 80].
Since taurine is found in greater concentrations in oxidative muscle fibers, this could suggest taurine may improve endurance exercise performance [26]. The
enhancing effect of taurine on endurance performance
may be a result of subjects utilizing more type I muscle
fibers during aerobic events [26]. However, there is little
evidence of increasing endurance exercise. Prior taurine
ingestion before endurance exercise may attenuate taurine losses from the muscle but it is inconclusive. Future
research should investigate the effects of different doses
of oral taurine supplementation across participants of
varying ages, sex, health, and training status.
Taurine and muscle soreness

Previous studies have evaluated the effectiveness of
branched-chain amino acid (BCAA) supplementation for
preventing delayed onset muscle soreness (DOMS) and
muscle damage induced by eccentric exercise [56–58,
68, 85]. Although taurine is not a BCAA, taurine could
possibly delay muscle soreness by improving satellite cell
activation and recovery after a single bout of high intensity, muscle-damaging exercise [10, 78, 79, 83]. Satellite
cells are responsible for myofiber development, proliferation, differentiation, and renewal [10, 21]. Since taurine
is found in high concentration in the skeletal muscle,
after a high bout of exercise or injury, the myofibers are
damaged resulting in disruption of the sarcolemma
which causes the activation of satellite cells and release
of taurine [2, 5, 10, 25, 66, 80, 86, 88].
Delayed onset muscle soreness is one of the symptoms
of eccentric exercise-induced muscle damage and can
result in prolonged loss of muscle strength, decreased
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range of motion, muscle swelling, and an increase of
muscle proteins in the blood [89]. Muscle damage is
characterized as disruption of the membrane by mechanical stress, infiltration of inflammatory cells to the injured tissue, increase in creatine kinase (CK), increased
production of inflammatory cytokines, and significant
oxidant stress – each factor a potential target with taurine supplementation [56, 84]. As such, taurine is shown
to mitigate DOMS. The protection against muscle soreness is of importance for strength improvements and
performance adaptations. Taurine supplementation for
21 days (50 mg/kg/day) in male volunteers resulted in reduced CK levels and muscle soreness (DOMS) (lower
than those of the placebo group on day 16 and day 18)
[12]. Taurine likely helps decrease the amount of muscle
soreness during the recovery period. It is possible that
the role of taurine lowering CK levels may assist in
membrane stabilization and recovery [12].
Branched-chain amino acids and taurine were evaluated to prevent DOMS and muscle damage after eccentric exercise [56]. Thirty-six untrained male subjects
consumed 2 g of taurine or a placebo 3X a day (6 g/day)
after every meal for 2 weeks prior to exercise and 3 days
after eccentric elbow flexor exercises (6 × 5, 90% maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) [56]. A combination
of 3.2 g BCAA and 2 g taurine, three times a day, 2
weeks prior to an eccentric exercise (ECC) bout, and 3
days after, attenuated some markers of DOMS (visual
analog scale (VAS)) and muscle damage (serum levels of
LDH, 8-OHdG, CK) levels induced by high-intensity eccentric exercise (ECC). However, there was no effect of
prolonged taurine use, without the combination of
BCAA, on soreness or markers of muscle damage caused
by eccentric elbow flexion exercise in untrained men
[56]. It appears that the combination of BCAA and taurine is essential to mitigate muscle soreness effects and
muscle damage induced by high-intensity ECC.
In a follow-up study, recreational trained subjects used
an identical taurine supplementation (2 g of taurine, independent BCAA, or a placebo powder 3x a day after
meals for 2 weeks before ECC elbow flexion exercise
(2 × 20, MVC) [55]. Supplementation was continued
until the third day after exercise. Muscle soreness during
a 4-day recovery period after exercise was attenuated in
the participants who consumed taurine [55]. Multiple ingestions of taurine supplementation throughout the day
significantly reduced the severity of DOMS induced by
ECC.
Similarly, taurine (0.1 g) over 3 days following eccentric exercise attenuated the rise in serum creatine kinase
and improved performance recovery in recreationally
trained males [44]. Subjects performed 60 eccentric contractions of the biceps brachii at maximal effort. Following the exercise bout, participants were supplemented
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with 0.1 g/kg/bodyweight of either taurine or rice flour
in capsules, morning and evening. Neither treatment
group fully recovered force output by 72 h over time or
between treatments. However, force recovery significantly increased toward pre-values at 48 h with taurine
compared to placebo [44]. Taurine may expedite the recovery of eccentric force. The source of the increased
taurine plasma content after exercise requires further exploration as this may reflect muscle soreness and force
output. Taurine supplementation shows promise as a
nutritional adjunct to reduce symptoms of exerciseinduced does, though more information is needed to determine optimal dosing patterns.
Taurine and strength and power

Eccentric actions are characterized by a high force output which is performed in pre-season sports to increase
strength and power in the later seasons [8, 9]. Since taurine assists the SR with Ca2+ release, this increases the
sensitivity of force-generating myofilaments, in both
skeletal muscle and cardiac tissue [17, 70], increasing
muscle force [64] and thus improving performance outcomes. Even though taurine’s role in endurance performance is more conclusive, research is limited in
taurine’s role to increase strength and power. However,
the degree of muscle soreness may affect strength improvements and force outputs; taurine may be able to
modulate these effects.
Improvements in strength and power with taurine supplementation were notable [12, 41, 78, 79, 83]. The degree
of muscle soreness may affect strength improvements and
force outputs. The effects of taurine (0.5 g/kg/body mass/
day for 21 days) improved concentric and isometric
strength during the 48 h after elbow flexion exercise (3 ×
11–15, 80% 1RM) in male students [12]. Taurine effectively enhances concentric and isometric strength during
the recovery period after exercise. For athletes who perform subsequent training bouts per week during a training
season, taurine may be beneficial to improve strength. Increasing strength is important to increase power output
[72]. The ability of taurine to affect muscle function and
power output in caffeine and caffeine-deprived users were
examined [41]. Trained male athletes (who were separated
into caffeine and non-caffeine users) ingested a placebo
(10 mg/kg body mass) or capsules (40 mg/kg/ body mass
of taurine) with 250 mL of water 1 hour prior to four
isokinetic or three maximal isometric knee extensions.
Taurine ingestion did not affect maximal voluntary muscle
power, maximal isokinetic, and isometric peak torque in
noncaffeine consumers, whereas taurine ingestion in
caffeine-deprived, caffeine consumers improved maximal
voluntary muscle power (isokinetic peak torque, isometric
peak torque, and isokinetic power). There was no effect
on other aspects of contractile performance [41]. Thus,
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taurine can play a role in isokinetic peak torque, isometric
peak torque, and isokinetic power in caffeine-deprived
users. This study has important implications for habitual
caffeine users wishing to ingest taurine.
Most of the available studies available have focused
on taurine’s ability to affect power output in men.
However, to our knowledge, one study investigated
women’s power output [78]. Female university lacrosse
players ingested taurine (50 mg/kg body mass) + maltodextrin (3 g/kg body mass) or placebo (.3 g/kg body
mass maltodextrin) 1.5 h prior to a cycling ramp test
fixed in the isokinetic mode (90 or 50 cadences) until
exhaustion. There was an effect of higher end-test
power with taurine compared to placebo. There was
no difference in ramp exercise or sprint performance,
but taurine ingestion is responsible for an increase in
ramp exercise and end-test power output [78]. Although the reasons were unclear, taurine likely plays a
role in skeletal muscle contraction function and power
output. Females competing in short, aerobically based
cycling, may benefit from taurine to produce a greater
end-test power output as fatigue starts to increase. In a
subsequent study, critical power in men was analyzed
[79]. Critical power represents the highest power output that can be maintained for a duration of time,
without a continuous rise in VO2 and blood lactate
concentrations or reductions in phosphocreatine stores
[79]. Critical power can be used to assess training status, performance improvements, or the power-time relationship [33]. Taurine is speculated to alter the
power-time relationship. Untrained men consumed a
taurine capsule (0.5 g/kg/BW) or a placebo (0.3 g/kg/
BW) 1.5 h prior to a 3-min all-out test (3MAOT) or a
TTE test at a fixed external power output 5% greater
than their baseline critical power 3MAOT. There was
an improvement during the 3MAOT, peak power, and
TTE with taurine supplementation [79]. Taurine could
improve TTE and critical power outputs in untrained
men. However, the effects of taurine were more effectively demonstrated in the TTE test. This is likely due
to a greater concentration of taurine in oxidative
muscle fibers [26]. Acute taurine supplementation is
shown to increase exercise tolerance and critical power
output in men, and end-test power out in women.
However, to our knowledge, no peer-reviewed literature exists on taurine’s independent role in skeletal
muscle hypertrophy. To date, the experimental evidence on fiber cross-sectional area or muscle mass is
lacking. Since taurine is known to increase strength
and power as well as improve muscle repair from injury, we can only theorize that taurine must play a role
in hypertrophy. The relationship between taurine supplementation and skeletal muscle hypertrophy warrants further investigation.
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Dietary protein intake

Since taurine is found primarily in animal products [66],
concentration levels of taurine via the diet can potentially confound taurine supplementation. As such, it is
vital to account for a subject’s baseline taurine levels
prior to supplementing with additional taurine, as drastically different levels could confound results. It can be
assumed that individuals who eat a higher protein diet
will likely have higher taurine and amino acid levels in
the muscle. The use of these amino acids is important
for such pathways as cAMP/PKA [60] and thermoregulation [31]. Thus, if there is a higher concentration of
taurine, it may improve the function of these pathways
and ultimately sport and exercise performance.

Conclusions
The majority of the current literature that is available
supports that taurine may serve as an anti-inflammatory
agent, antioxidant, modulator of ion flux, assist with the
control of Ca2+ homeostasis, and membrane stabilization
effects; however, this literature has primarily been conducted in animal models. This is the first review to
examine the impact and application of taurine supplementation on aerobic or anaerobic performance, muscle
damage and soreness, and recovery in humans. Taurine
has been proposed as an ergogenic supplement in exercise performance due to its abundance in human skeletal
muscle and its role in a variety of physiological functions, including energy metabolism, and oxidative stress
and inflammation regulation [5, 25, 64, 66, 86, 88]. A
combination of factors likely explains taurine’s ‘small’ effects of aerobic and anaerobic performance, muscle soreness, and recovery possibly due to taurine’s bioavailability
with timing and dosage.
Form of Taurine / peak bioavailability
 To date, it appears that capsule form consumption

may be the most beneficial, consumed in the morning
or afternoon 10–15 min-to-2 h prior to exercise.
Taurine investigations to date support this literature
synthesized conclusion [2, 41, 51, 78, 79, 83].
 Beverage forms, however, consumed 10 min – 1 h
prior to exercise is inconclusive and future
research is warranted to investigate taurine in a
beverage form in sports and exercise.
 Since it is an amino acid, a plethora of research [17]
has shown that taurine consumption is not harmful
when ingested regularly, including training and
non-training days. Thus, it is safe to consume on
different training days or seasons.
 Taurine needs to attain its peak plasma
concentration (0.03 to 0.06 mmoL), which has been
demonstrated 10 min – 1 h prior to exercise
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(generally peaks ~ 1 h following taurine ingestion),
providing the greatest bioavailability and potential to
improve performance outcomes. Factors such as
taurine ingestion timing and exercise protocol may
contribute to whether or not taurine enhances
performance.
Small dosage (0.5-2 g)
 The majority of investigations to date indicate

smaller dosages are not very ergogenic when it
comes to enhancing exercise performance.
 Only three studies performed with athletes at low
dosages show performance improvements [2, 41, 78].
Moderate dosage (3-5 g)
 Mixed results to date. There is little (strength,

power, TTE) to no improvement in performance
(aerobic) moderate taurine doses.
High dosage (> 5 g)
 It is unclear whether high doses short or long term

improve performance with trained and untrained
subjects.
 High doses of taurine are not linked to adverse
health effects, such as high blood pressure. As such,
taurine supplementation could be explored as a safe
and effective supplement [24].
Chronic dosage
 Chronic supplementation with taurine (> 7 days) in

untrained individuals reveal more consistent results
[12, 40, 44, 55, 91]
Dosage conclusion
 1–3 g/day of taurine administered 60–120 min

before the activity, with the same amount given as a
chronic dose periodically throughout the day for
over 6–21 days has been effective
 Performance improvements can be achieved without
a chronic dose period.
 However, long-reimplementation in untrained or
recreationally trained individuals resulted in more
promising improvements in performance than
trained individuals.
 It is recommended to consume taurine 60 min-2 h
prior to exercise for peak bioavailability
Thus, the dose, duration, ingestion-time period, exercise protocol, and training status of an individual likely
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contribute to the effectiveness of taurine to improve performance. Various dosages and duration of taurine make
it challenging to elucidate the proper amount for exercise and thus make it inconclusive.
Training status of individuals
 The population that would most benefit from this

supplement remains unclear, given the range of
subjects (trained, untrained, males, and females) and
duration of consumption
 It is important to consider the impact of type, level,
and duration of training, genetics, recovery strategy,
and sex of athletes compared to untrained
individuals moderating the influence of taurine
consumption on performance outcomes.
Taurine and performance

Approximately 68% of the studies we included in this review reported improvements to a variety of performance
variables. While these statistics are encouraging, the
study designs, subject population, and experimental outcomes are too variable to fully support taurine’s efficacy
as an ergogenic aid. However, taurine has been implicated in a variety of physiological, biochemical, and
metabolic processes and thus more research on taurine
and performance s certainly warranted.
There is mixed research that taurine improves endurance, strength, and power, and expedites the recovery of
DOMS or markers of muscle damage. However, there is
an increase in endurance performance improvements
compared to anaerobic outcomes (strength and power).
The greater concentration of taurine in oxidative muscle
fibers may support taurine’s role in endurance events.
The mechanisms that elucidate how taurine affects human endurance performance and the appropriate doses
for the specific performance outcomes are still unclear.
While more research is continually developed regarding
the effects of taurine in sports and exercise, the consensus of these outcomes is unclear regarding’s taurine’s
role in aerobic and anaerobic performance, muscle damage and soreness, and recovery.
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